
Your colours, your wall, your life...

Photography Services



Your colors, your wall, your life...

Deco Manufacturing Ltd. is an explosion of colours and ideas that seeks to

give life to your home. Every corner of your living space is an opportunity

for us to express your mood, your character and your life through art.

Whether you are looking to refurbish your home or any commercial space,

Deco Manufacturing Ltd. is here to help you. Indeed, Deco Manufacturing

Ltd. brings a tweak of affordable luxury combined with colour, style and

character to every domestic or corporate space.

Our catalogue of exclusive concepts ensu re our clients’ individual tastes

matched with high quality and distinct solutions.



Dear Photographer,
‘Welcome to our updated projects and ventures. Recently we have entered into new exciting 
markets and we are confident that you will benefit from these developments. We have 
installed new machinery, allowing us to deliver the next generation of innovative products. 

Our software and hardware have become more client-focused - improving communication, 
personalization and marking initiative. 

We invite you to share with us the opportunities made available through our investment 
and commitment to this industry that makes us one of the finest production facilities in our 
marketplace.’

 - George Mifsud
Managing Director
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Give your memories a worthy frame



Large Format Printing
Deco offers a professional printing 
service to professional photographers 
individual clients, companies and also 
other organisations.  

Giclee is a sophisticated ink-jet 
printing method. It merges the use 
of professional grade large format 
printers with archival pigment inks, acid 
free watercolour papers and canvas. 
By using custom profiles, precise colour 
correction and expert scanning, digital 
printing can produce subtle gradations 
and many other colours that would be 
out of range with other technologies. All 
art substrates used are archival and 
acid free.  

In-house photo editing can be offered 
in support to client needs. We are 
sensitive to the demands of clients 
and are keen to provide services to an 
exacting standard demanded by artistic 
photography. We print on different 
materials such as canvas, photographic 
paper, wallpaper, silk and watercolour 
paper.  



Front View Back View

Photo on Glass
With Artworks and the bonding on 
Glass, we have developed an exciting 
process allowing us to precisely 
produce arts into textured glass giving 
you greater versatility in all aspects. 
Applications include screens, splash 
backs, counter tops, table tops, door 
glass and artworks to hang. The 
combination of textured glass and 
graphics offer totally unique and 
stunning solutions to interior design 
projects.  
Be it a Printed Glass Splash-back, 
Wall Mural, Glass Partition or your 
Family Portrait – printed onto glass 
will certainly create that astonishing 
factor.

Printing onto glass has become more 
and more popular now the technology 
is there to produce such work. We 
areable to print on photographic 
material and then bonded onto glass  
up to 2440 x 1060 (Max. Size).
Glass printing can be useful in 
many situations such as Signage, 
Decorative work and Project work.



Print on Wood
We are constantly in touch with the 
times and keep a very close eye on 
developments in the market. 

The noticeable trend towards unglazed, 
frame-less pictures is satisfied through 
this system.  

The prints are available in a variety of 
finishes, sizes and come with a choice of 
either a traditional satin laminate or ultra 
high visibility acrylic UV liquid lamination 
coating. The print is affixed onto a 
solid 40mm MDF and the edges of the 
product are then bonded with a textured 
durable edge in a choice of various 
colours and effects transforming your 
photography into true wall art.   



Fine Photo Canvas Wrap
The Fine Art Canvas Wrap is produced 
using the latest 12 inks technology 
printers. The permanence of the inks 
in combination with a UV laminit give 
consistent results every time. This is a 
product which is a definate favourite 
for photographers, offering many size 
options. It will sit perfectly on any wall in 
your room. 

The Fine Art Canvas Wrap is hand 
crafted using traditional methods. Your 
image is mounted on the 30mm or 
15mm stretch bars and the corners are 
then folded ensuring the framework 
cannot be seen from the sides. You can 
design this product with a full image 
wrap-around or a coloured border. 

* Each wrap comes with a wall fixing at-
tachment and is delivered ready to hand 
to your customers. 

-Sizes from 8x10’’
-2 Depths available 30mm and 15mm 
respectively (fig1)
-Fill corner wrap
-Laminated for extra durability
-Landscape, upright and square formats

fig1



Block Frame
The Block Frame offers a 
contemporary option for your 
photography in a choice of 6 moulding 
finishes. It is a striking alternative to a 
traditional framed print.
 
A striking yet subtle alternative to 
traditional framing. This Block Frame 
offers a range of moulding colours to 
compliment or contrast with stunning 
images. It is a flush mount hanging 
system that creates visual impact. 
All block frames are carefully packed 
ready to hand to your customers.

*Sizes starting from 8x10’’
-Laminated for extra durability
-Lightweight Design
-Stands proud on wall’s surface
-Suitable for all room environments
-Low Cost Product

Back View

*Depth - 25mm
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Photo Frames enhance any image but 
is especially suited for photography. We 
offer popular sizes including: - 10x15cm
13x18cm, 15x20cm, 20x25cm, 
21x29.7cm and 24x30cm. 

This collection is presented in an 
attractive frame moulding selection, 
using non-reflecting glass, a wooden 
black back and individually boxed. 

The ‘Frame Your Moments’ photo 
frame offers an affordable way of 
increasing your profitability, helping you 
to reach your customers with the finest 
quality products that cultivates repeat 
business from families.

Photo Frames



Photo Frames

PF741032 PF741445

PF925152

PF222348

PF925048

PF222G

PF309164 PF405050

PF741604PF741445

PF925164PF222S

PF890G PF309152

PF405880PF405716

PF741048

PF752334

PF752180

PF925445

*PF313032

*PF313248

*PF3133249 *PF313445 *PF304152*PF313604

PF925050PF925604



Photo Frames

Sizes Standing Hanging

10x15 cm x
13x18 cm x
15x20 cm x
20x25 cm x

21x29.7 cm x x
24x30 cm x x

*29.7x42 cm x

*30x40 cm x

*40x50 cm x

*42x59.4 cm x

*50x60 cm x

*50x70 cm x

Back stands up to 20x30cmHanger system for
 landscape and portrait

Packaged Corners for higher
  protection when delivering

Stand Display

Size Qty

10x15 cm 56
13x18 cm 40
15x20 cm 40
20x25 cm 32
20x30 cm 33
24x30 cm 11
Dimensions 118 cm -40 cm 
-160cm



La Moda Collection
This is a complete system for hanging 
10 picture frames quickly and precisely 
anywhere in your home or business. 

It is an architectural design for walls 
and stair cases. Additional sets can be 
added to accommodate larger walls 
and staircases. 

Be imaginative is the word as this 
set is ideal for your home as well as 
for offices. Customers can use this 
collection for family photos, weddings, 
holiday photos, child sketches, office 
decor, employee photos, products 
photos and editorial articles. This easy 
to use system includes the picture 
frames, mounts, the hanging template 
and all you need to fix the frames unto 
the wall like nails and marking pins. 

A variety of finishes and frame widths 
to suit any Classic or Contemporary 
setting is available. 

140cm

98cm

Specifications frames per box

Quantity Outer Dimension Photo Size Frame opening without mat

1 55x30.5 cm 35.5x15.2 cm 50x25.5 cm
1 55x30.5 cm 15.2x10.2 cm 50x25.5 cm
1 55x63.5 cm 25.5x35.5 cm 50x58.5 cm
7 30.5x25.5 cm 15.2x10.2 cm 25.5x205 cm



H01 K00 NV106 W111 W04

Create any combination of frame 
grouping you like, stack templates 
or use side by side. You can also mix 
standard and stairs templates. Only a 
small variety of possible combinations 
have been shown.

The packaging comes with everything 
one needs to complete this do-it-
yourself hanging including - Picture 
Frames, Archival Mats, Images, 
Hardware, and our Patent Template.

Endless Combinations

*The template may be rotated up to 4 positions. Decide your 
preferred position, hang template and hang the frames.
That Simple.  



Wonderwall
The Wonderwall concept is a new 
innovative product the allows the 
customers to be as creative and flexible 
as possible. The collection includes a set 
of six different sizes with five different 
colours which are very easy to mix and 
match and at the same time very easy 
to assemble in different shapes and 
layouts. Wonderwall Frames are ideal 
for any form of Photographic events 
such as Weddings, Family activities, get 
together, special occasions and also 
building your own family tree. Colours 
available are red, white, black, silver and 
dark brown.

RI 1220 RI 6596 RI 1124 RI 1400 RI 1590

Step 1: Position the frames, face 
down.

Step 2: Press the clip 
in the slots. 

Step 3: Frames are ready to be placed 
on your walls.

10  x 15 cm X MDF

13  x 18 cm X MDF
15  x 20 cm X MDF
20 x 25 cm X MDF
30 x 40 cm X MDF
40 x 50 cm X MDF

Frame Size Hanging Material



Octempo

RI1220 RI6665 RI6672 RI1400 RI1590

A timeless photo frame for your treasured family moments. Showcase multiple pictures, side-by-side, in this 
gorgeous Octempo Collection. It looks great paired with other frames displayed symmetrical and asymmetrical on 
the wall. Complete with a snow white, 100% acid free mount that will not discolour or age your photo; keeping them 
bright and clear for years to come. It's perfect for easily presenting your favourite memories together.

Ref        Matt Board          Hanging           Photo Inserts
                Size

Ver Hor

1 18x93 cm X X 5 - Photos 10x15
2 18x75 cm X X 4 - Photos 10x15
3 18x58 cm X X 3 - Photos 10x15
4 26x52 cm X X 3 - Photos 13x18
5 21x67 cm X X 3 - Photos 13x18
6 28x75 cm X X 4 - Photos 15x20
7 28x58 cm X X 3 - Photos 15x20
8 23x73 cm X X 3 - Photos 15x20
9 28x41 cm X X 2 - Photos 15x20
10 36x46 cm X X 4 - Photos 13x18
11 43x52 cm X X 3 - Photos 13x18 , 2 

- Photos 15x20 
12 40x48 cm X X 1 -  Photo   10X10 , 

3 - Photos 10x15 , 
1 - Photo 20x28     

13 50x50 cm X X 7 - Photos 11x11 , 1 - 
Photo 11x24 

14 50x50 cm X X 9 - Photos 11x11 
15 50x50 cm X X 5 - Photos 11x11 , 1 - 

Photo 23x23
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Clip Frames

Clip Frames with 
picture change 
systems.

Jablo Protection 
for more quality.

Clip Frames with 
polished glass. 

Clip Frames

Code Sizes

CFDJS1015 10x15 cm

CFDJS1318 13x18 cm
CFDJS1520 15x20 cm
CFDJS2025 20x25 cm

CFDJSA4 21x29.7 cm
CFDJSA3 29.7x42 cm
CFDJS3040 30x40 cm
CFDJS4050 40x50 cm
CFDJS5060 50x60 cm
CFDJS5070 50x70 cm
CFDJS6080 60x80 cm
CFDJSA2 59.4x42 cm

* From 10x15 cm 
to 30x40 cm are 
provided with a  
2mm clear glass. 
And from 40x50 
cm to 70x100 cm 
comes with clear 
perspex.



Frame Mouldings

PLINT12501Z

PLYANYG3313K00

PLYANYG3313W56

PLYANYG49261D

PLINT3175091

PLYANYGM4271H04

WDALB08324310

PLINT222G

PLINT240S125

PLYANYG492126

PLINT106MM2

PLINT31301Z

PLYANYG245BLACK

PLYANYG51259

PLINT240W672

PLYANYG51210865

PLINT240G107 

WDPLMLNYELLOWPLYANYG51212733

WDPLMLNRED

WDPLMLNPURPLE

WDPLMLNBLUE

WDPLMLNMUSHROOM

WDPLMLNLIGHTBLUE



Mouldings

PLINTT033S

PLINT155W1

PLINT294S126

PLINT1594G

PLINT033G

PLINT1971V3211T WDCOD01147584

PLINT3045017T

WDARQ213247000

PLINT03701Z

PLINT1971085T

PLINT3176091

PLYANYG49210

PLINT1604C7T WDARQ752246000C

PLINT037W1

PLINT125G

PLINT005IIM1 PLINT133A272

PLINT386S

PLINT442S126

PLINT631II06

PLINT631S126

PLINT738V3111



Photo Frames
Style 1

PF1501604 - 25X13cm

PF1501605 - 25X13cm

PF1501603 - 25X13cm

PF1501608 - 25X13cm

PF1501607 - 25X13cm

PF1501602 - 25X13cm

PF1501601 - 25X13cm

PF1501606 - 25X13cm



Photo Frames
Style 2

PF211408 - 10x15cm

PF211407 - 10x15cmPF211417 - 10x15cm

PF211411 - 10x15cm

PF211418 - 10x15cm

PF211413 - 10x15cm

PF211412 - 10x15cm PF211410 - 10x15cm

PF211406 - 10x15cm PF211409 - 10x15cm



Photo Frames
Style 2

PF211405 - 10x15cm PF211414 - 10x15cm

PF211416 - 10x15cm PF211414 - 10x15cm

PF211419 - 10x15cm PF211415 - 10x15cm

PF211420 - 10x15cm



Photo Frames
Style 3 special feature :-  rotate

PF1505503 - 22X17cm PF1505502 - 22X17cm

PF1505505 - 22X17cmPF1505507 - 22X17cm

PF1505501 - 22X17cmPF1505506 - 22X17cm

PF1505508 - 22X17cm PF1505504 - 22X17cm



Photo Frames
Style 4

PF1552001 - 17x21cm

PF1552004 - 17x21cm PF1552007 - 17x21cm



Photo Frames
Style 5

PF1501805 - 22x17cm PF1501802 - 22x17cm

PF1501803 - 22x17cm PF1501804 - 22x17cm

PF1501801 - 22x17cm PF1501806 - 22x17cm



B 8 A, Industrial Estate, Bulebel, Zejtun, ZTN 3000 Malta
Tel. +(356) 21 692576 | Fax +(356) 21 695936

www.decomanufacturing.net | info@decomalta.com | 

choose your style with elegance, 
                               design your ideas with inspiration, and achieve them with Deco.


